In this article, we define a rigorous measure of audience retention for TV ads that can be used to predict future audience response for a much larger range of ads. The primary challenge in designing such a measure is that many factors appear to impact STB tuning during ads, making it difficult to isolate the effect of the specific ad itself on the probability that a STB will tune away. We propose several ways of modeling such a probability. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first to attempt
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been an explosion of interest in collecting and analyzing television settop box (STB) data (also called "return-path" data) (Bachman 2009 ). As U.S. television moves from analog to digital signals, digital STBs increasingly are common in American homes. Where these are attached to some sort of return path (as is the case in many homes subscribing to cable or satellite TV services), these data can be aggregated and licensed to companies wishing to measure television viewership.
Advances in distributed computing make it
feasible to analyze these data on a massive scale.
Whereas previous television measurement relied on panels consisting of thousands of households, data can now be collected and analyzed for millions of households. This holds the promise of providing accurate measurement for much (and perhaps all) of the niche TV content that eludes current panel-based methods in many countries.
In addition to using these data for raw audience measurement, it should be possible to make more qualitative judgments about the content-and specifically the advertising-on television. In much the same way that online advertisers frequently sdorairaj@google.com
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Google, Inc. abednego@google.com This article introduces a measure of television ad quality based on audience retention using logistic regression techniques to normalize such scores against expected audience behavior. By adjusting for features such as time of day, network, recent user behavior, and household demographics, we are able to isolate ad quality from these extraneous factors. We introduce the model used in the current Google TV Ads product and two new competing models that show some improvement. We also devise metrics for calculating a model's predictive power and variance, allowing us to determine which of our models performs best. We conclude with discussions of retention score applications for advertisers to evaluate their ad strategies and as a potential aid in future ad pricing.
to derive a measure of TV ad quality from large-scale STB data.
SeCOND-BY-SeCOND MeASUReMeNT
Google aggregates data-collected and anonymized by DISH Network LLCdescribing the precise second-by-second tuning behavior television STBs in millions of U. S. households.
1 These data can be combined with detailed airing logs for thousands of TV ads to estimate secondby-second fluctuations in audience during TV commercials everyday.
For example, audiences fluctuate during a typical commercial break on a major U. S. cable television network (as shown in Figure 1 ). Smaller peaks of tune-away events also occur at the start of the Google-inserted ads.
TUNINg MeTRICS
These raw data can be used to create more refined metrics of audience retention, which in turn can be used to gauge how appealing and relevant commercials appear to be to TV viewers. One such measure is the percentage initial audience retained (IAR): how much of the audience that was tuned to an ad when it began airing remained tuned to the same channel when the ad completed.
In many respects, IAR is the inverse of online measures like CTR. For online ads, passivity is negative: Advertisers want users to click through. This is somewhat reversed in television advertising, in which the primary action a user can take is a negative one: to change the channel. We see broad similarities, however, in the propensity of users to take action in response to both types of advertising (see Figure 2 ).
In January 2009, the tune-away rates (the additive inverse of IAR) for 182,801 TV ads distribution was broadly similar to the distribution of CTR for a comparable number of randomly selected paid search ads that also ran that month. Although the actions being taken are quite different in the two media, the two measures show a comparable range and variance.
THe BASIC MODeL
Tuning metrics, like IAR, can be useful in evaluating TV ads. We have found, however, that these metrics are highly influenced by extraneous factors such as the time of day, the day of the week, and the network on which the ads were aired. Note: The number of viewers drops roughly 5% after the advertising break starts (top plot). The number of tune-out events (solid line; bottom plot) is strongly correlated with the beginning of the pod (i.e., advertising break). Toward the end of the pod, we also see an increase of tune-in events (dashed-line; bottom plot). 
IAR =
Audience that viewed whole ad Audience at beginning of t the ad
We can interpret IAR as a probability of tuning out from an ad. However, as 
where θ is a vector of features extracted from an airing, which exclude any features that identify the creative itself; for example, hour of the day and TV network are included but not the specific campaign or customer. We then define the IAR residual to be a measure of the creative effect (see Equation 3 ).
There are a number of ways to estimate (2), several of which will be discussed in this article. 
The Basic Model
The basic model we currently use to predict expected IAR (IÂR) is a logistic regression of the following form:
where IAR is given by (1) and each feature on the right hand side is a collection of parameters. Here, "Network", "WeekDay", and "DayPart" are categorical variables, whereas "Ad Duration" is treated as numeric.
Parameter estimates for (1) 
Retention Score and viewer Satisfaction
To understand the qualitative meaning of retention scores, we conducted a simple survey of 78 Google employees. We asked each member of this admittedly unrepresentative sample to evaluate 20 television ads on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 was "annoying" and 5 was "enjoyable." We chose these 20 test ads such that 10 of them were considered "bad" and the remaining 10 were considered "good" (see Table 1 ).
Ads that scored at least "somewhat enjoyable" (i.e., mean survey score greater than 3.5) had an average retention score of 0.86 for all creatives (see Table 2 ). Ads that scored at the other end of the spectrum (mean less than 2.5) had an average In another view of these data (see Fig 
Live experiments and Model validation
To test the validity of our model further, we ran several live experiments. In these experiments, we identified two ads: one with a high retention score and one with a low score. We then placed the two ads side by side, in a randomized order, on several networks. Placing ads in the same commercial break or pod ensured most other known extraneous features (e.g., time of day, network) were neutralized, so comparisons made between the ads would be fair (see Figure 4 for our first such experiment, conducted in 2008).
After running the ad pairs for about a week, we determined whether the retention scores were an accurate predictor of which ad would retain a larger percentage of the audience by observing how often the ad with higher retention score had the larger IAR. In this case, the prediction was nearly perfect, with only one pair incorrectly ordered.
The purpose of running these live experiments was to determine the accuracy of our retention score model. Ad pairs with little difference in retention score (e.g.,
<0
.1) will be virtually indistinguishable in terms of relative audience retention.
Conversely, pairs with large differences in retention score (e.g., >0.7) should almost always have higher audience retention associated with the ad with the higher score. To test our retention score's ability to sort a wider range of ads, we produced a plot that relates our predicted retention scores back to the raw data (see Figure 5 )-a qualitative method of determining how well our retention scores Human survey scores (1 = "annoying" … 5 = "enjoyable") Audience retention higher than expected Audience retention lower than expected Note: The length of the bar represents the average of the scores given by the 20 respondents. The light gray bars correspond to ads with "good" ad quality, and dark bars correspond to ads with "bad" quality, as determined in Table 1 . Though the correlation between retention scores and the human evaluation is not perfect (i.e., black bars receive lower scores than gray), a prominent relationship is very visible in this small study. 
Demographic groups
Like the users behavior model described earlier, we also believe different demographic groups react differently to ads. For The make up of the included features is described in Table 3 .
We also have found that certain demographics are a partial proxy for network. 
COMPARINg MODeLS
We have devised four metrics to describe the quality of the models we described in the previous sections. Although these metrics tend to agree in ranking models, each measures a different and important aspect of a model's performance.
Dispersion
The dispersion parameter in logistic regression acts as a goodness-of-fit measure by comparing the variation in the data to the variation explained by the model (McCullullagh and Nelder, 1989 ) (see Equation 6 ). The formula for dispersion is given by: where N is the number of observations, p is the number of parameters fit in our model, y i is the observed IAR, ŷ i is the expected IAR from our model, and n i is the number of viewers at the beginning of an ad. The closer equation 6 is to 1, the better the fit.
Captured variance
A reasonable model should minimize the variance within a creative while maximizing the variance between creatives. Using the residuals r given by (3), "captured variance" is given by
where Var c and E c are the variance and expectation of residuals within a creative c. The expression in (7) should be small for better models. Or more specifically, a good model will have small residual variance within creatives (numerator) and a large residual variance between creatives (denominator).
Predictive Strength
Predictive strength compares models through their respective retention scores. To compute the metric, we draw a curve through the scatter plot using logistic regression. From the fitted line, we determine the point on the y-axis that corresponds to the median of all retention score differences. The larger the predictive strength (i.e., the steeper the curve), the better the model is at sorting ads that are relatively close together in terms of retention scores.
Residual Permutation
For the last metric, we randomly reorder the residuals from our model and recalculate the retention scores according to (4).
We then measure the area between the distributions of the new retention scores and the observed retention scores. The result is interpreted as the difference between determining scores using our model and selecting scores at random. The greater the difference, the better our model is at producing scores that do not look random (see Figure 9 ).
Model Comparisons
Using the four defined metrics from the previous sections, we compute the relative differences between our three models (see Table 4 ). The user model is the best according to the metrics we have defined, fol- Note: The curve is identical to Figure 5 (with the live experiments removed). We first use the curve to determine the median difference in retention scores of all ad pairs. From this difference, and using the logistic regression trend line, we estimate the percentage of ad pairs for which the aggregated IAR agrees with the retention score difference. For the basic model (pictured), the median difference is 0.17, of which 73% of the ad pairs agree with the retention score ordering. This may be a useful proxy for the relevance of their ads in specific settings.
Predictive
For example, Figure 10 shows the retention scores for an automotive advertiser, 
